Key Messages

- Confidence for a light wintry mix of rain, snow, and/or freezing rain is increasing (40-60%) for areas mainly along and north of a line from Salina to Manhattan and Holton.

- A secondary system may redevelop a light wintry mix over northern Kansas Friday afternoon and evening.

- Total snow amounts up to around 1 inch and trace amounts of ice are mostly likely to occur after midnight Thursday through Friday.

- Uncertainty holds for where the near freezing temperatures setup, leading to a sharp cutoff between areas that see snow and others that see none at all.

- Minor travel impacts are anticipated Friday morning (see right image)

What Has Changed

- Initial issuance
Winter Weather Late Thu.-Friday

Probabilities of Exceeding Certain Amounts

Hazards:
Light rain mixing with freezing rain, snow, and freezing drizzle. Snow amounts up to 1 inch. Around 0.1 inch of ice or less expected.

Areas Impacted:
Much of north central and portions of northeast Kansas (areas generally along and north of Interstate 70)

Impacts:
The light wintry mix of precipitation late Thursday night into Friday may cause isolated slick spots on elevated and untreated roadways and surfaces.

Percent Chance of 0.1" Snow or More
Valid Thu 6:00PM through Fri 6:00PM CST
Issued Nov 29, 2023 3:15 PM CST

Percent Chance of 1" Snow or More
Valid Thu 6:00PM through Fri 6:00PM CST
Issued Nov 29, 2023 3:15 PM CST
Additional Resources

For Additional Information

➔ NWS Topeka Webpage
➔ IDSS Point Forecasts
➔ SPC Convective Outlooks
➔ WPC Winter Weather Forecast
➔ Climate Prediction Center Outlooks
➔ Submit Storm Reports
➔ Kansas Road Conditions

Ice and Snow, Take it Slow

70% of snow and ice-related injuries occur in automobiles
Leave extra space between you and the vehicle in front of you

Follow @NWSTopeka

National Weather Service
Topeka, KS